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Sébastien Desnoyers-Picard
Sales & Marketing Manager
Indigenous Tourism Association of Canada

Sébastien Desnoyers-Picard is the Marketing 
and Sales Manager for ITAC. Born and raised 
in Wendake, Quebec, on the Huron-Wendat 
traditional territory; The Nionwentsïo.  Sébastien 
is a proud French speaking Indigenous person 
and he’s very involved in defending Indigenous 
rights and promoting his culture with the rest of 
the world. 

t. 1-418-655-0210 
e. Sebastien@IndigenousTourism.ca

Overview
ITFM Top Resa is the largest travel trade/media event in France. This year 
Top Resa is celebrating 40 years. Over 32,480 professionals were at the 
2017 event. The event has more than150 conferences and more than  
30, 000 square meters of ground. 82% of the professional visitors are from 
France and remaining 18% are Internationals. 

ITAC was for the first time onto the French Market with Quebec 
Aboriginal Tourism a leader on the French market for many years. We took 
a joint booth space as Indigenous tourism. Our space was decorated with 
a small tipi, that generated some questions from professionals. Over 30 
strong leads emerged from the show.

During the event, ITAC was proactive in creating different partnerships. 
We were partner at the 20th anniversary of Toundra Voyage, where we 
sponsored a welcome cocktail as a major partner with a Chef that we 
brought in from Quebec, Patrick Boivin. The Boreal Sangria, made of 
Labrador tea, maple syrup and vodka were given as a welcome drink to 
the 120 tours operators, clients of Toundra Voyages. 

The following evening at the Air Transat Event, our chef Patrick also 
made a Maple Glazed Duck with Blueberry Chutney served on Bannock 
bread. This original piece was given at the entrance and our chef was able 
to discuss his creation. As great partners, we received many visibilities 
throughout the evening from Transat. We also put together with Quebec 
partners, a major draw $6,000 value, given in part by Quebec City Tourism, 
The Quebec Maritimes as well as Jonview. 

On the Thursday, Air Transat also organized a press conference to 
French medias and tour operators to support ITAC in its first year at IFTM 
Top Resa. Destination Canada did the opening, while ITAC sales and 
marketing manager Sebastien Desnoyers Picard introduced ITAC to the 
French medias. Jonview followed up announcing and showcasing their 
first ever Indigenous experiences booklet where 42 of our experiences 
are showcased. Air Transat concluded with their air service in Canada and 
mentioning the importance of Indigenous tourism to our Destination. 
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• Quebec Original
• Destination Canada
• Indigenous Tourism
• New Brunswick Tourism
• Air Canada
• Air Transat
• Jonview Canada
• Toundra Voyages
• Groupe Voyages Québec (GVQ) 

• Misa Tours International
• RDEE
• Alliance Franco Yukonnaise
• Go West Tours
• Tourism Ontario
• Tourism Montreal 
• Quebec City Tourism 
• Niagara Helicopters

Number of  
Booths:

1,700
Total Number of 
Professionals:

32,480
Number of 

Destinations:

180

IFTM Top Resa 2018 
Canadian Partners
Major Destination Canada Stand partners:
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Reference Documents

Destination Canada Market Highlights — DestinationCanada.com/sites/default/files/archive/305-market-highlights-france/
fr-markethighlights_en_2018.pdf
IFTM Top Resa Website — iftm.fr
IFTM Top Resa 2017 Stats — iftm.fr/iftm-top-resa/bilan-2017
ITAC Top Resa Photo Gallery —dropbox.com/sh/cxzn01yt6xqszld/AABFuV9OgyoZhF4BYJk3zQzNa?dl=0
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List of Appointments

Delegate Company City Country Notes

Isabelle Plouffe Corridor Du 
Canada (RDEE) Ottawa Canada

They have a new tool with labeling grouping all French 
speaking experiences across Canada. Goal is to target 
ITAC's members who have French services to be 
promoted in their tool for free.

Sophie Lessard GVQ Canada Quebec Canada
GVQ just got their new license for China. Their focus is 
on groups but any new China-ready experiences would 
be great for them.

Bertrand Juilliard Vacances 
Fabuleuses Paris France

Looking for new authentic experiences from coast to 
coast for their higher end clients. Vacances Fabuleuses 
is part of the larger Kuoni Group. They have classic 
western itineraries (Rockies, Calgary, Vancouver, Banff, 
Tofino). 70% of their business is Quebec and 30% to 
the remaining of the country. He's aiming to sell more 
winter experiences in Canada.

Gérald Ponsard Del-Tour Beyne-
Heusay Belgique

Gérald is the Product Manager of Del-Tour, a network 
of 5 travel agencies. The have guaranteed departures 
and escorted tours. They cover both USA and Canada. 
Gérald is looking to extend his portfolio for winter 
experiences and multi-activities. They also have fly/
drive packages that just started.

Maryse 
Normandeau Amérigo Sentis France

Maryse just started as the FIT Product Manager. They 
are working on a new tool called facilitatrip which 
would help the agencies to plan their trip into Canada 
more smoothly. All their clients are custom made. They 
are looking to expand their portfolio of Indigenous 
experiences outside of Quebec. Aiming at BC and 
northern experiences.

Mariana Sarciotto Evaneos Paris France

Evaneos is a platform that combine many receptives. 
They are working on many different markets. Their 
clients can book directly on their platform. The idea 
would be to make sure we have all our Indigenous 
experiences there and labeled as authentic.

Céline Deverlay-
Mazurelle RFI Issy-Les-

Moulineaux France
Celine is the host of the show called Si Loin Si Proche, 
a travel radio show on RFI. We are planning to discuss 
Indigenous tourism in the upcoming months. 

Audrey Embarek 
Rollin

Refuse to 
Hibernate Paris France

Audrey is the founder with Mikael of the popular blog 
Refuse to Hibernate. Although their upcoming trip to 
Indigenous tourism will probably be in Quebec, we will 
keep them in the loop of all different options. 
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Delegate Company City Country Notes

Frank / Richard One Day  
One Travel Paris France

One Day One Travel combines already many trips into 
Canada, mainly working in the province of Quebec 
through the Quebec Alliance. The very dynamic duo 
creates loads of interactive content for their followers. 

Patricia 
Chauvellier TUI France Paris France

TUI has recently purchased many brands in France like 
Vacances Transat which was the largest tour operator 
for France into Canada. Patricia works for the groups. 
They are searching for Low cost experiences for their 
groups. They have a Quebec route and now looking 
to perhaps change a little their western package. They 
also do a little bit of incentive and would be interested 
for that market, to cover some northern experiences in 
Yukon and/or NWT. 

Jerome Sans / 
Julie Ligny Terra Canada Victoria Canada

Terra Canada is a new French receptive tour operator 
based out of Victoria BC. They are both French. They 
are looking at tailor-made/higher end experiences, 
incentives and FIT clients. Since its starting in BC they 
are looking to gather all their potential experiences, 
we will do a strong follow up with them so they have a 
great inventory of Indigenous experiences.

Pascale Heugas La Route des 
Voyages Paris France

La route des voyages does FIT east to west, summer 
and winter. They have 6 travel agencies in France. All 
packages are customized. Their interest is very high on 
Indigenous tourism. 

Marc Metenier Jonview Canada Montreal Canada

Jonview launched during the show a new indigenous 
experiences booklet for 2019 which was given to their 
tour operators clients. ITAC contributed on the booklet. 
The booklet showcase 42 experiences for the French 
market across Canada and our goal is to continue 
to work with Jonview to increment the number of 
experiences and drive more sales.

Cedric Tinteroff From Yukon Paris France
Cedric is a content creator that QAT has work with in 
the past. Cedric has a deep appreciation for northern 
destinations and more specifically northern lights. 

Pascal Magazine 
Photographe Paris France

Pascal has come in Quebec for more than 32 years. 
He has this project of doing 40-50 pages coverage on 
Québec, doing a portrait of a local photographer on 2 
pages and showcasing his region. He's looking at 2019.

List of Appointments
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List of Appointments

Delegate Company City Country Notes

Inès Dali Worldia Paris France

Worldia has been operating for 5 years. They have 
develop an interactive tool for travel agencies. Their 
clients are FIT. 10/15% of their production is Western 
Canada, the remaining is Quebec.

Floriane Brisotto / 
Pascal Sarrgot Chacun son Monde Paris France Chacun son Monde is a TV show showcasing cultural 

lifestyle. They have worked with QAT in the past. 

Charlotte 
Peltier / Elodie 
Bagdassarian

Perfect Stay Paris France

Perfect stay is a new TO that has grown pretty fast in 
2,5 years. They now have 97 employees deserving 
France, England, Benelux and Germany. Their focus is 
on FIT, Summer and Winter. One of their main client 
is Vacances Air France which they carry a 4-5 stars 
collection for them. They also have a 3-4 stars sales 
on different experiences. They're looking for Family 
and to trigger 5 senses. They have classic and themed 
itineraries. They often push a product in sale for 15 
days and them close. Their clients have to guarantee 
the allotment for that sale booking.

Corinne Stoppelli Vie Nomade Paris France

Corinne is the owner of the French blog Vie Nomade. 
She's a very talented influencer. Her blog targets 
French and Belgian, 35/45 years old.  Her focus is on 
nature, adventure, hiking, wildlife and human contact. 
She also is very interested in working a new project of 
all experiences above the arctic circle. 

Nathalie Neyrolles  
/ Dominique 
Albouy

Grand Nord  
Grand Large Paris France

Grand Nord Grand Large is a northern specialist in 
France. Their clients are looking for wildlife, hiking 
culture and more. They are looking into expending 
their portfolio in the Western Canada. Wineries, lodges, 
and BC experiences are extremely interesting for them. 
They also are looking at more options for northern 
lights and wildlife packages. 

Guillaume 
Soularie Guillaume Soularue Paris France

Guillaume is a freelancer/photographer for couple 
magazine. We're looking into doing a piece in Yukon, 
in partnership with the Yukon French Alliance and 
Yukon tourism/Yukon First Nation Culture and Tourism 
for Paris Match, one of the most read magazine in Paris. 

Maureen Lachant Les Maisons du 
Voyage Paris France

Les Maisons du Voyage are owned by the Figaro 
Magazine, Maureen is the business development for 
them. They have high interest in culture, they have 
exposed an indigenous photo collection previously in 
their office. 
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Delegate Company City Country Notes

Sophie Marie Groupe Thellier Paris France

Thellier voyages is a Tour operator focusing on 
personalized RV trip. They have two itineraries in 
Canada, one in Quebec and the second one in BC. We 
will be looking with them to have them using some of 
ITAC's itineraries.

Francois Lefevre / 
Laure Mistrangelo

Groupe Thellier 
Voyage - Guides Paris France

Francois and Laure are the two guides for the western 
itineraries for Thellier. They are the ones influencing the 
product manager if they need to tweak the itineraries. 
We spoke about experiences in Vancouver Island, as 
well as experiences in the southern part of BC. 

Olivier Thibaud Le Temps des 
Loisirs Paris France Olivier is a journalist for Le Temps des Loisirs. Their 

publications are aimed at seniors.

Jordi Lecoq Meet and Travel 
Mag Paris France Meet and Travel Mag is a magazine aimed at MICE 

conventions and conferences.

Betty Arnavielhe / 
Guillaume Cotta Trip In Wild Paris France

Betty and Guillaume are 2 travel influencers. They do 
writings, photographs and they focus on short wildlife 
videos. 

Caroline Lavoie Toundra Voyages Montreal Canada

Caroline is the purchasing director of receptive 
toundra. We partnered up at their 20th anniversary 
celebrations in Paris with a boreal sangria. Toundra 
voyages is really emerging in the eastern part of 
Canada and they're looking into developing more and 
more Indigenous content. They have design a sales 
tools with Indigenous experiences that their clients will 
all receive. We will be working on training sessions with 
them around December.  

List of Appointments
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